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ABSTRACT

The plastic flow and fracture of titanium are reviewed with

special attention to the mechanisms which are controlling. The low

temperature (T <0.3Tm) plastic deformation is described by

T = T (T, ,Ci) + 0.Spbp + T (Cs

where T is the resolved shear stress, T the temperature, j the strain
rate, C. the interstitial solute content, p the modulus, b the Burgers

vector, p the dislocation density and C the substitutional solute content.

For ct-stabilizing substitutional solutes

T(C) 34.1 I C (Kg/mm2 )

where I is the interaction parameter derived from individual atomic

interaction coefficients. The rate controlling dislocation mechanism

for both unalloyed titanium and titanium alloys at low temperatures is

the thermally activated overcoming of interstitial solute obstacles.

Fracture at low temperatures is most generally of the shear type and

appears to be controlled by the same mechanism as plastic flow.

Static and dynamic strain aging occurs in the intermediate

temperature range of 0.3 to 0.45 T m At higher temperatures the

deformation can be described very well by Weertman's dislocation

climb model. Fracture at high temperatures appears to be controlled

by the same mechanism.

The ratio ol fatigue limit to yield stress is approximately

0.65, relatively independent of grain size, interstitial content and

temperature, suggesting that fatigue is controlled by the same

mechanism as plastic flow.
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INT ROD jCTION

This paper is a review of the pr.-sent state of our understanding

of the plastic flow and fracture of titanium. Special attention is given

to identifying the dislocation mechanisms which are operative and

controlling. It is felt that an understanding of the mechanical behavior

of titanium in terms of recent advances in dislocation theory and

materials science will provide a base for the more effective use of

available alloys and the design of new and improved alloys.

Of importance to the mechanical behavior of titanium are certain

physical properties. Melting occurs at 1941 0 K and a phase change

£lom BCC to CPH crystal structure takes place at 1156 0K (1). The

Debye temperature is reported to be 4020 to 428 0K (2, 3, 4) yielding a

Debye frequency of approximately 9x10 1 2 sec- 1 . Some of the other

physical properties of importance are the effect of temperature on the

elastic moduli (Fig. 1) and diffusion coefficients, Tables I and II.

From Fig. 1 it is seen that the moduli of titanium exhibit a relatively

strong temperature dependence. In general, both interstitial and

cL-stabilizing substitutional solutes tend to increase the elastic moduli

(3, 4, 7, 9); their effect on the temperature dependence is not

completely clear, but they do not appear to ý,ter it significantly. The

addition of O-stabilizing solutes generally leads to a decrease in

modulus (4).

Table I. Diffusion of Interstitial Solutes in ct-Titanium (i0)

Interstitial Solute D Q
0

cm 2 /sec Kcal/mole

O 0.78 - 16 45 - 52.5

N 0.Z - 6.8 57 - 68

C( 5. 1 43 S - 48 5

H 0.3 - 0.9 .z, 14.7

t The diffualion cccfficients listed in Tables I ead II are those considered
to be the most -eali&,ic (10).

I -1-
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An excellent review )f the crystal)ogra.mL.Ly and deformation modes

in titanium and otWer CPH metals is provided by Partridge (11). The

effects of interstitial solutes on the lattice parain-ters

Table II. Self-Diffusion and Sozbstitutional Solute

Diffusion in Titaniu.n (10)

i!D Q: D Q

002

Atom Species cm /sec Kcal/Ioh,, Lrn /sec Kcal/molc
::L T i

Self 58 -.-

•~ +t
71.3 3

S -Ti

Self 1. 1 60 3. 6x10- 4  31.2

Substitutional
Solutes 0.2-20 51-73 3x10-4 -80x10- 29-43

Note: Two values of D and Q are givon because of curvature in the
Arrhenius pi..ts. The subscript I refrs to the high temperature

results, the subscript 2 to low termperature data.

Energy for the formation of vacancies plus that for migration

determined from the rocovery of olchtrical resistivity after

plastic defoririatioi,: priv a I C1.1u,,icZation K. Okazaki,

tt Twice the enurgy to form vacanciics "eterrrincd from heat capacity

measurements: V. 0. Shestopol, Soviet Phys. Solid State 7 232

(1966).

of CPH titaniumn are reviewed by 1' y-), ,1'); the elastic properties of

dislocations in titanium are desc,'ibvd by Teutonico (13).

Plastic Flow

1. Single Crystals

a. Deformation Modes (11, 14): Numerous investigators have

( established that the n-,st common slip mocdes in CPU ?-titanium are
S4(in order of ease of operation) tho 1010 , 10il .,A 10001) planes

i. -3-



with the a direction, <1120>, as the slip direction. This order seems

to prevail over the entire temperature range of the CPH structure;

however, slip on the (1011) and the (0001) planes tends to become

relatively more favorable compared to the [1010] planes as the

interstitial solute content or the temperature is increased. These three

planes with the slip vector in the basal plane constitute a total of four

independent slip systems. Evw3•ence for slip with a vector out of the

basal plane has been obtaine, oy electron transmission microscopy

(15-17) and by slip trace analysis (15, 17).

The dislocation structure in deformed titanium single crystals

was studied by Cass (16). For specimens deformed by prism slip and

sectioned parallel to the prism plane the structure consisted of long

lengths of single dislocation lines, most of them very near to the

screw orientation. These screw dislocations trailed a large number of

resolvable and, presumably, unresolvable dipoles. In one specimen,

dislocations with a vector out of the basal plane (presumably c + a)

were observed. For specimens deformed by basal glide and sectioned

parallel to the basal plane, the dislocations were again near the screw

orientation and as in the prism case, there was no tendency for pairing

or tangling of long dislocations. However, the isolated debris appeared

to be in the form of small, approximately circular loops rather than

elongated ones.

Although the slip systems operative in unalloyed single crystals

of BCC s-titanium have not been established, it is expected that they

e the same as those for other metals of the BCC structure, i.e.

(110], (112) and ( 1231 planes with <111> as the slip direction (18).

For the stable BCC alloys of titanium with vanadium (20 to 50 at. %V)

and with molybdenum (15 at. %) the slip direction was found to be <111>

with (110), (112) and (123] as possible slip planes (19, 20).

Twinning in titanium has been reported to occur on the (10ix)

and (112x) planes (11, 14, 17). The particular twinning plane which is

operative in a given case is dependent on the direc" )n of stressing with

-4-
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respect to the crystallographic axes and on the temperature. In general,

the tendency for twinning decreases with increase in temperature and in

interstitial solute content. However, Paton and Backofen (17) found that

the stress for the [1011) twinning mode decreased with increase in

temperature. The magnitude of the shear associated with several

twinning planes is given in Table III.

Table III. Twinning Shear in Titanium

Magnitude of Shear
Plane Direction Calculated Ref. Observed Ref.

[10oll <1012> 0.104 17 0.09 to 0. 11 17

[11211 <1126> 0.638 11 --.--

[1122) <1123> 0.218 21 0.21 17

[1122] <1123> 0.225 11 --.--

b. Effects of Temperature and Interstitial Solute Content on

the Resolved Shear Stress for Slip and Twinning: The effects of

temperature T and interstitial solute content C. on the critical1

resolved shear stress Ir (resolved shear strain y equal to ~10-)crss

for [1010) < 120> prism slip are presented in Fig. 2. The total

C + N + 0 interstitial solute content is given in terms of an oxygen

equivalent (25j, with C = 4 0 and N = 2 Oh. The effect of temperature

on the T for a given interstitial content is typical, permitting the

separation of the flow stress into a thermal component T and an

athermal component T (29). The in,.. stitial con~ent influences both

and r, the effect on T increasing Lw.wh decrease in temperature.

The effect of the resolved shear strain ) on the flow stress is primarily

through T (25, 27). Moreover, over the temperature range of 00k to

650 0 K Lhe strain hardening coefficient e = dT/dy divided by the shear

modulus p (C66 ) is relatively independent of temperature (25,27). Thus,

one can write for the resolved shear stress for prism slip,

r = T (T,'' C i) + ( ,, Ci); T (T: 0) =6000K (1)
1 1 - 0

-5-
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where ' is the resolved shear strain rate. 7 decreses in an

approximately linear fashion with the square root of the temperature

(Fig. 3) yielding

"T ';To a T To (r s0.1 Kg/mm) : 510 0 K (2)

The values of T and a are proportional to the square root of the

interstitial content with To = 0.06po C. and a = 11 C.½ Kg/nmm'/OK.1

Using the etch pit technique, Tanaka and Conrad (30) investigated

the motion of [1010) S <1120> edge dislocations in zone refined single

crystals with an interstitial content of -0. 1 at.% " -. The stress

associated with a dislocation velocity of -10-3c,., sec-1 is plotted as a

function of temperature in Fig. 4. There is good agreement between

this stress and 7 for prism slip at a strain rate of about 10-4 sec-1.
crss

Also shown in Fig. 4 is the effect of temperature on the Tcrss

for basal slip and on the shear stresses for twinning on the (1012),

t1121), [1122) and (1011) planes. It is seen that the temperature

dependence of T for basal slip is appreciably higher than that for
crss

prism slip, but the effect of interstitial content on the temperature

dependence appears to be less. The stress for twinning on the [10121

[1121) and [I12Z) planes increases with temperature while that for

[1011) twinning decreases. The stress for twinning on the former three

planes is less than that for prism slip below about 200 0K, but .t is

above at 3000K and higher. The crossover for basal slip is somewhere

between 3000 and 400 0k.

c. Deformation Kinetics: It has been shown (27) that the

deformation kinetics for prism slip in unalloyed titanium are described

by

p= mb v = A exp -[G (G")/kT (3)

=Pm A b v exp (S/k) exp (-H(T:)/kT) (3a)

= v exp [-H-(T)/kT) (3b)

-7-
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where ' is the shear strain rate, p the mobile dislocation density,

b the Burgers vector, v the average dislocation velocity, G the Gibbs

free activation energy, A a constant, A the average spacing between

obstacles along the mobile dislocations, A the area of the slip planes

swept out per successful thermal fluctuations, v the vibrational

frequency of the dislocation segment involved in the thermal activation

and k and T have their usual meaning. G = H-TS where H is the

activation enthalpy and S is the activation entropy.

Plots of H versus T for prism and basal slip are given in Fig. 5.

H was derived from constant strain rate type tests using the relationships

developed by Conrad and Wiedersich (3Z). To be noted is that H,' =
1 0

1.25 eV (0.29 ib ) for prism slip (p = Caw) independent of interstitial

content and 2.34 eV (0.33 u b3 ) for basal slip ( p = C44). H Tfor

prism slip in titanium is similar in magnitude (0. Z b3 - 0. 3 k) to that

observed for prism slip in the CPH metals Cd, Zn and Be (1Z, 33, 34).

Considering Eqn. 3b, the slopes of the curves of Fig. 5 yield v =

3. 3 x l08 sec- 1 and 5.2 x 1026 sec- 1 respectively for prism and basal

slip. The value of v for prism slip is within the range of values

(10' to 1015 sec-') generally obtained for the deformation of metals at

low temperatures (33-35), while that for basal slip is considerably

higher, casting some suspicion on the validity of the analysis for basal

slip.

"A consideration of the data in Figs. 2 to 5, and other results

(27, 30), along with the results on polycrystalline specimens to be

discussed below, leads to the conclusion that stress-assisted, thermally

activated overcoming of interstitial solute obstacles by moving edge

dislocations is the rate controlling mechanism for prism slip in

titanium at low temperatures (T <0.3T ). In the cases of basal

slip and twinning, there are at present insufficient data to permit an

identification of the mechanisms which are controlling.

d. Strain Hardening: The strain hardening coefficient efor

prism slip was found to vary with temperature approximately as the

-10-
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Fig. •, The activation enthalpy for basal and prism slip versus the
temperature. Data from Refs. 24-27.
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shear modulus ýt = CG over the temperature range of 780 to 6500K with

8/ei ; 10-3 (25,27). A slight increase in 0/p did, however, occur at

4. 20K (27). The magnitude of the strain hardening in titanium is similar

to that reported for prism slip in other CPH metals (33, 34). It is

about an order of magnitude larger than that generally found for Stage I

of basal slip in CPH metals or easy glide in cubic metals, being more

nearly that for Stage II of basal slip (27). A comparison of the

dislocation density measurements on titanium single crystals (16) with

predictions based on the observed strain hardening during prism slip

suggests that cutting of forest dislocations may be the mechanism

responsible for strain hardening on this slip system (27). No data are

available on the strain hardening associated with basal slip in titanium.

2. Polycrystals

a. Characterization of Structure: Important to understanding

the mechanical behavior of single-phase polycrystalline titanium is a

"knowledge of the "character" of the structure, i.e. the grain size,

shape and distribution, the texture and the initial dislocation structure.

A detailed characterization of the recrystallized structure of swaged

and annealed titanium (0.1 at.%7 to 1.0 at.6 Oeq) wires with 1 to 20

microns average grain size was carried out by Okazaki and Conrad

(37, 38). In summary, quantitative optical microscopy (including serial

sectioning) established that: (a) the grains are relatively equiaxed in

all three dimensions, (b) the three dimensional grain siz distribution

is approximately log-normal, (c) the grains become more regular in

shape with increase in grain size and (d) the grain size distribution for

a given average grain size is independent of the combination of time

and temperature used to obtain the grain size. Texture studies

established that for grain sizes of about 1 to 2 microns there exists

a strong texture of the [1010] direction in the basal plane parallel to the

wire axis. This splits into two [1010] components, each about 150 from

the wire axis, for grain sizes of 5 microns and larger, the intensity of

these components tending to decrease with increase in grain size. The

-12-



initial dislocation density increased with decrease in grain size and

increase in interstitial content, ranging from 10 to 109 cm

The textures commonly observed in titanium sheet and rod or wire

are illustrated in Fig. 6 (14, 18, 39-41). The texture of cold-rolled

unalloyed sheet is most generally one with the [1010] direction parallel

to the rolling direction and the basaal plane tilted about 200 to 400 to the

planf. of the sheet. Upon recrystallizing, the texture initially sharpens

for fine grain sizes (I to 2 microns). For larger grain sizes (> 5 microns)

there occurs a rotation of the basal plane, so that the <1120> direction

becomes more nearly parallel to the rolling direction, although this

direction may still be inclined to the rflling plane. For both the cold

rolled and the recrystallized textures, interstitial and substitutionct

solutes tend to reduce the angle y between the basal plane and the plane

of the sheet, yielding in extreme cases a texture with the basal plane

in the plane of the sheet. Hot working yields textures similar to those

of the large grain size recrystallized material; it may also yield

textures with the basal plane parallel to the plane of the sheet.

The texture of cold worked rod or wire consists of the [1010]

direction parallel to the rod or wire axis. Similar to sheet, a

sharpening of cold worked texture occurs upon recrystallizing to a

fine grain size. For the larger grain sizes, the basal plane becomes

tilted about 100 to 150 to the wire axis and it rotates about the c-axis

so that the <ll20>direction now becomes the projection of the wire

axis on the basal plane.

Employing the method of Calnan and Clews (42), a theoretical

deformation process which resulted in the experimentally observed

deformation textures in titanium was developed by Williams and

Eppelsheimer (43). This deforrn-ation process required the combined

operation of three slip system.P, (00011 <1120>, (1011) <120>and

(1010) <1120> and two types of twinning, f 1012] and [11221. From

their analysis, the authors found that the critical shear stress for slip

and for twinning at 300 0K were related in the following manner:

-13-
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Fig. 6. Common textur s in titanium sheet and ro! or wire. Data from
Refs, 14, 18, 3941.
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T (0011) 1.1 T (10ll= 1.02 T (1010] T (1012) T (1122).s s 8 T T

These ratios are in reasonable accord with the measured stresses for

slip and twinning at 300 0 K depicted in Fig. 4.

b. Taylor Factor: To interpret the mechanical behavior of

polycrystals in terms of slip in single crystals one needs to know

the value of the Taylor factor M relating the tensile flow stress of

polycrystalline specimens to the resolved shear stress for slip in

single crystals. Armstrong et al. (44) estimated 1I for CPH metals to

be about 4 from the effect of grain size on the flow stress. Employing

a Sachs-type (45) analysis they obtained a value of 6.5 for CPH metals

with basal slip. Conrad and ,-oworkers (27, 46) deduced a value of 5

for the Taylor factor in titanium from a comparison of the critical

resolved shear stress for prism slip in single crystals with a. from

Hall-Petch plots of the effect of grain size d on the flow stress a of

polycrystals, and from comparisons of the parameters associated with

the deformation kinetics for polycrystals and for prism slip. An

example of the agreement between C. and T for prism slip when a
fato f s s1 crss

Taylor factor of 5 is used is given in Fig. 7. Also shown here is the

agreement for the resolved shear stress at which (1010] ½<l120> edge

dislocations move at a velocity of 10" cm sec"1 (30).

That the Taylor factor is relatively insensitive to the texture is

indicated by the fact that those deformation kinetics parameters whose

values include the Taylor factor (e. g. and the activation volume V

were found to be independent of grain size (and hence texture) in rod

and wire (46). Furthermore, good agreement in flow stress and

deformation kinetics parameters exists between polycrystalline wire' or

rod specimens (46) and sheet or plate specimens (47) of similar interstitial

content.

c. Effects of Temperature, Interstitial Content and Grain Size

on the Stress-Strain Behavior: Typical stress-strain curves over the

temperature range of 4.-20 to 1000 0 K for unalloyed titanium at a tensile

strain rate t = 10-4 sec"1 are given in Fig. 8. Serrations or

-15-
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Y irregularities Occur at 4. ?°K and in the temperature range of 7000 to
800 0K. Those at 4. 20 K appear to be due to twinning and adiabatic

heating effects (48), while those in the range of 7000 to 800 0K to dynamic

strain aging (49). The stress-strain curves are essentially flat in the

temperature range of 9000 to 1000 0K, parabolic between 2000 and 8000K

and nearly linear at 4. 20 and 77"K.

'The effects of temperature, grain size and interstitial content on

the 0. 2% yield strength are illustrated in Fig. 9. The yield stress

decreases continuously from 4. 20 to about 600 0K, remains relatively

flat, or increases slightly, between 6000 and 6500K and then decreases

again above 700 0K. The effect of an increase in the interstitial content

is to increase significantly the temperature dependence of the yield

stress. The effect of grain size at temperatures below about 700 0K is

to increase the yield stress a relatively constant amount independent of

temperature and can be described by the Hall-Petch relation

a = y. (T, ý, S, C.) + K (W)d-1 (4)
1 1

with K/P = 2 x 10-4 mm , relatively independent of interstitial

content and temperature (46). As mentioned above, good agreement is

obtained between a. for 0. 2% strain and T for prism slip and in turn
I crss

with the shear stress for (1010) -j <1120> edge dislocation velocity of

_10"3 cm sec- 1 for temperatures below about 7000 K; see Fig. 7.

One means of describing strain hardening, which does not depend

on a mathematical description of the stress-strain curve, is simply to

take the difference in the flow stresses at two arbitrary values of the

strain. This definition is used in Fig. 10, which is a plot of the flow

stress at 5%o strain minus that at 0. 516 for commercial titanium plate

(~-0. 5 at. % Oeq) with 16 micron grain size (50). Superimposed on the

general decrease in Aawhich occurs with increase in temperature are

three maxima located at approximately 250 0 K, 5500 K and 750 0K for a

strain rate of 2. 7 x 10-4 sec" 1. The temperature of each maximum

increases with increase in strain rate, yielding activation energies of

9, 32 and 57 Kcal/rr, ... respectively. It is difficult to relate these

* -18-
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values directly to activation energies for interstitial or substitutional

solute diffusion in titanium because of the scatter in the diffusion data

and the limited number of strain rates investigated in the mechanical

tests. However, the relative magnitudes of the activation energies for

strain hardening correspond roughly to those for diffusion of the

interstitials H, C and 0 or N, respectively. Of further note in Fig. 10

is that the strain hardening decreases very rapidly for temperatures

above about 8000K.

Okazaki and Conrad (46) investigated the strain hardening of

annealed titanium wire as a function of interstitial content and grain

size over the temperature range of 4.20 to 650 0K. For zone refined

material (-A. 1 at.7% Oeq) the strain hardening coefficient e given by

is -. 0 2/0.14 divided by the modulus A = C~s decreased rapidly with

temperature between 4. 20 and 200'K, only slightly between 2000K and

then rapidly again above 500 0 K, relatively independent of grain size.

In the case of cormnercial A-70 material (-1.0 at.% Oeq) there

occurred a slight increase in e/i between 4.20 and 300 0K and there-

after a slight decrease, again independent of grain size. At 4.20 and

77rK the strain hardening for the zone refined material was greater

than that for the A-70 wh'le at higher temperatures the reverse was

true. The values of 6/; were between 7.2 x 10-2 awn '.5 x 10- for

the temperature, puri'7 and grain size ranges considered.

Wasilewski (51) and Conrad and coworkers (46, 52-54) found that

the stress-strain curves in titanium could be approximated by the

relation

a Pý c (T,,Ci) + h (4,T, ,,I,C.) (5)
1 1

C corresponded closely Lo the value of the proportional limit and h/P

decreased with temperature from values of the order of 10-2 at 770K

to near zero at 800 0K.

The maxima in the strain hardening versus temperature curves of

Fig. 10 suggest the occurrence of dynamic strain aging (49,50). Other

evidencei or dynamic strain aging in titanium includes: (a) serrations
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in the stress-strain curves (Portevin-Le Chatelier effect) at 7250to 9250 K

(10,52,55), (b) a rise in the flow stress versus temperature curve at

6750 to 750 0K (47) and (c) a maximum in the creep strength in the

vicinity of 475 0K (56). Static strain aging in titanium has been observed

by Rosi and Perkins (55) after heating in the temperature range of 4730

to 673 0K. Also, Kiessel and Sinott (56) found that the maximum creep

resistance at room temperature occurred for cold-worked material aged

for 100 hours at 477 0 K, compared to aging at lower or higher temperatures.

Thus, there is little doubt that both static and dynamic strain aging

occur in titanium, being most pronounced in the temperature range of

6500 to 800 0 K (0.3 - 0.4Tm) at normal testing rates. However, the

solutes (presumably interstitials) which are responsible for the various

phenomena have not yet been clearly defined.

d. Deformation Kinetics at Low Temperatures (T <0.3T ): The

results presented in Fig. 9 indicate that the flew stress a in polycrystals,

similar to single crystals, can be separated into a thermal component C

and an athermal component a . Work by Conrad and coworkers (46,

53, 54, 57, 58) has shown that

a .o (T, Z,C.) + a (U, ",d,CiCs) (6)1 1

where T is the temperature, ý the tensile strain rate, C. the interstitial1

solute content expressed as an oxygen equivalent, ýi the modulus, E the

tensile strain, d the average grain size and C the substitutional solutes

content. To be noted is that C. affects both a and a while c, d and

C primarily influence C . a was found to decrease in a linearS U/

fashion with the square root of the temperature and was proportional to

the square root of the interstitial solute content. Using a Taylor factor

of 5 there occurred good agreement between a for polycrystals and T

for prism slip. Hence in the discussion to follow it will be assumed

that T = 1/5 Cand = 5t.

Plots of T at 4.2 0 K and 300 0 K versus the square root of the

interstitial content are presented in Fig. 11. The results indicate
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that T is proportional to C. and that the proportionality constant decreases

with temperature but is independent of the alloy content, crystal structure

and whether the material is single-phase or two-phase. The value of

T0 is given by

T= 0.06 c (7)

where V± is Cm extrapolated to 0°K. In Fleischer's (62) terminology

this is a case of "rapid hardening".

A plot of the activation enthalphy H derived from constant strain

rate type tests in the usual manner (32) versus the temperature is

presented in Fig. 12. Good agreement occurs between prism slip in

single crystals and plastic flow in unalloyed polycrystalline specimens

and in polycrystalline alloys of the I(CPH) structure, the O(BCC)

structure and a + 5 structures, independent of interstitial content over

the range of 0.1 at.% to 1.0 at.% Oeq. The value of the activation

energy at T (5100K) is 1. 24 eV (0.29 i b3 ), that at T (600 0K) is0 0

1.46 eV and the slope yields V 10 x 108 sec-1. Values of I-I obtained

from stress relaxation test (57, 63) and from creep tests (64) are in good

accord with those in Fig. 12 derived _rome constant strain rate tests.

The results of Figs. 11 and 12 indicate that overcoming of inter-

stitial solute obstacles is the rate controlling mechanism during the

low temperature deformation of titanium and titanium alloys of both

the CPH and BCC structures. In the case of unalloyed a-titanium, the

good agreement between the results on polycrystals and those for prism

slip in single crystals and the stress for the motion of edge dislocations

on the prism plane indicates that the deformation kinetics reflect the

motion of individual dislocations on the prism plane. It is presumed

that this also holds for the a-alloys, although this still needs to be

confirmed. The fact that similar values of r and the thermal activation

parameters are obtained for the all-$ Ti-26Mo alloy suggests that the

strong interaction between dislocations and interstitials in titanium is

relatively independent of crystal structure.
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Assuming that overcoming interstitial solute atoms is rate control-

ling, a force-activation distance curve was derived (27, 46) from data

on unalloyed titanium for the case of a random distribution of obstacles

(65) and taking into consideration dislocation line flexibility (66); see

Fig. 13. The approximately triangular shape of the F-d curve is in
"accord with the experimentally observed dependence of • on T.

Moreover, the area under the F-d curve between d /b = 0 and d/b =

1.5 yields H = 1.3 eV in good accord with the value of HT'. Of
0

significance is that a rapid rise in the force first occurs at d 1. 5b.

The maximum force F = 82 x 10 8 dynes (0.21 p b2 ). The detailed

nature of the interaction between the moving dislocations and the

interstitial solutes which leads to the F-d curve of Fig. 13 is, however,

still not clear (67).

e. Athermal Component at Low Temperatures (T<0.3T ): It has

been shown (54, 68-72) that there is reasonably good agreement in the

value of the athermal component of the flow stress in titanium determined

by a number of methods which include: (a) back-extrapolation of the

flow stress at high temperatures, (b) the fully relaxed stress, (c)

incremental unloading, (d) analysis of the stress relaxation curve, (e)

single strain rate cycling, (f) double strain rate cycling, (g) the grain

size method, (h) dislocation density versus flow stress and (i) measurements

of the dislocation curvature.

Conrad and coworkers (54, 68, 69, 73) have established that the

effect of grain size on the athermal component of the flow stress in

unalloyed titanium is principally through its effect on the dislocation

density p at a given strain and that flow stress increased in a linear

fashion with p ; see Fig. 14. Moreover, the effect of interstitial solute

content on a was also primarily through the effect on the dislocation

density. The dislocation density measurements on unalloyed titanium

yield

•= • (T,, C i) + 0.5 ijb {p ( ,a, C (8)
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G. S. m A-70 Ti (IAt.% Oeq)

160o * 0.8 6 E=3X10-4 sec-1
0 1.5 o17

140 x 2.55 *18 780K
A 2.6

120 0

100-

so - 200 0K.

3000K
40,

C) 0

F- 5000K

0- 650 0K

2 0 Žx 001

0
0 4 8 12 16 20 24

1/2 4 -1
(Dislocation Density) ,I0 cm

Fig. 14. Flow stress versus the square root of the dislocation donsity
in A- 70 titanium (!.0Oat." 0 eq) as a function of grain size
and temperature. F'rom Conrad et al. tý4).
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Thus, the effects cf temperature, interstitial content and grain size on

strain hardening are through the accumulation of dislocations as a

function of strain, i.e. through the multiplication and annihilation of

dislocations. In fact, values of the stcain hardening coefficient h and

the Hall-Petch constant K derived from dislocation measurements are in

good accord with those determined from stress-strain curves k54, 68, 73).

Further interpretation of the effects of temperature, grain size and

interstitial content on strain hardening in unalloyed titanium must await

the development of a more detailed model for dislocation multiplication.

The rapid increase in strain hardening at very low temperatures in the

higher purity materials is probably due to twi ning.

The value of 0. 5 for the coefficient relati,.,z che flow stress to p

is in accord with that for most metals and with most strain hardening

mechanisms (74) and hence does not permit an identification of the specific

dislocation mechanism responsible for strain hardening in titanium.

Considering the linear decrease in T with T Eqn. 8 can be expanded

to

" 5 IO 101

Pý (27-14.7 T log •0 - (s c")]3 C"i + 0. 5pbp (Kg/mm') (9)

As pointed out above, the effect of substitutional solutes on the

flow stress of titanium at low temperatures is primarily through the

athermal component of the flow stress. Fig. 15 shows that the increase

in tensile strength due to substitutional solutes which are a-stabilizers

can be considered to be proportional to the square root of the atomic

fraction of the solute content. Gegel and coworkers (75) have shown that

the slopes of the straight lines of Fig. 15 are proportional to the

interaction parameter given by the. sum of the square root of the absolute

magnitude of the individual interaction coefficients .' as defined by

Fowler and Guggenheim (76). This proportionality is depicted in Fig.

16, where the individual interaction coefficients are expressed in

electron volts per atom. The interaction parameter is similar to the

Pauling electronegativity difference, which has been used by Kubaschewski
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e.

and Sloman (77) in treating bonding mechanisms in intermetallic compounds.

Of considerable importance regarding the data of Figs. 15 and 16 is that

the strengthening results from the sum of all individual atom-atom interac-

tions, including those between the individual solutes, as well as between

titanium and each solute.

Considering the results of Figs. 15 and 16, we can expand Eqns.

6 and 8 for the a-stabilizing solutes to

T= T (T, j, Ci) + 0.Sbp + 34. 1 1 C (Kg/mm2 ) (10)

where I is the interaction parameter defined above and C is the

concentration of a-stabilizing solutes.

An explanation for the effect of substitutional solutes on the

strength of titanium in terms of dislocation-solute interactions is not

yet available. However, Collings and coworkers (78) have developed

a rationalization for the strengthening of CL and $ stabilizing solutes in

terms of certain electronic factors. Their interpretation is the

following: The s'gnificant solid solution strengthening of a-stabilizing

solutes is due to the tendency for directional (partially covalent) bond

formation by these solutes. The P-stabilizing solutes (transition elements)

increase the conduction electron density and thereby there does not

occur any tendency for directional bonding. Hence, the strengthening

by the P-stabilizers which is largely due to d-electron bonding is

considerably less than that of the a-stabilizels. Some correlation of

the mechanical properties in the former alloys is obtained through the

average group number or the electron-to-atom ratio.

f. Role of Twinning: The nature and role of twinning during the

low temperature deformation of unalloyed polycrystalline titanium was

investigated by Conrad and coworkers (40, 46, 54). Employing electron

transmission microscopy they found that the tendency for twinning in

wires deformed to a maximum strain of 10% increased with increase

in purity, strain, grain size and temperature. Zone refined material

(-0. 1 at.6 Oeq) exhibited twinning for all grain sizes (1 to 23 microns)
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at 780 and 200 0K. At 300 0K twinning was only seen in specimens with

grain sizes in the range of 5 to 23 microns. No twins were observed

for any grain size of this material at 5000 and 650 0K. Commercial

A-70 material (1.0 at.% Oeq) exhibited some twinning for all grain

sizes at 78 0K but only the largest grain size (17 microns) at 200 0K.

No twins were observed in this material for any grain size (1.5 to 17

microns) at 300 0K and above. When twinning occurred, the thermal

component of the flow stress a tended to be less than that in material

where no twinning was evident, and in turn below that predicted from

the single crystal results using a Taylor factor of 5. By correcting

for the contribution of twinning to the total strain, good agreement in

3 was obtained between material exhibiting twins and that with no

evidence of twins (40).

Reed-Hill and coworkers (79, 80) found that the volume fraction of

twins in polycrystalline titanium wire and sheet was approximately

proportional to the strain, with the proportionality constant decreasing

with increase in temperature. Moreover, the amount of twinning

increased with increase in purity. They attributed the linear stress-

strain behavior at 78 0K to the deformation twins and concluded that most

of the temnperature and strain dependence of the strain anistropy in

titanium sheet can be accounted for by twinning.

g. Deformation at High Temperatures (T>0.4T ): Weertman's

(81) model for the high temperature deformation of metals based on

dislocation climb leads to

= 3'n2 a 2 D sinh (,/3 a 'b bl' b
s Z2ý2P2b 2  ~ 8si1.5N ikr /(1

where t is the steady-state strain rate, 0 is the applied tensile stress,

3
Sthe shear modulus and N the density of Frank-Read sources per crn

At low stresses Eqn. 11 reduces to the power law relation

= 3/6 T 4 .f D (12)
s 2tý bi N i kT
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Hence, at low stresses a plot of log kT/Dpb versus log a/p shoulds

yield a straight line of slope 4. 5. Such a plot is given in Fig. 17 for

the available data on the h, ai tem. -ature deformation of unalloyed 0X-

and 0-titanium. The value of D whi 'a give the good fit indicated in

Fig. 17 are 55 exp ([-60,00O/RT2 I r a-titanium and 55 exp [-55,OOOiRT]

for 0-titanium. These values ere chosen on the basis of the empirical

correlation of the activation energy for diffusion with the melting temperature

(82) and Zener's (83) theory for D . A slightly better fit was obtained0

using D = 1.0 exp (-56,500/RT )for aL-titanium and D = 1.0 exp

[-50, 000/RT] for P-titanium. These latter values are in reasonable

agreement with the "best" self-diffusion data for titanium, Table II.

The correlation of Fig. 17 yields N = 6.5 x 1013 cm-3 and p

[= (1.9 N ) 4/3) = 3.9 x 109 cm- 2 . Using the second set of values

for D gives N = 2.8 x 1012 cm-3 and p = 4.7 x 108 cm- 2. Both sets

of values for N and p are reasonable; however, the lower values are

in better agreement with the dislocation densities measured in metals

deformed at high temperatures (87). It is thus concluded that the high

temperature deformation of a- and P-titanium is controlled by dislocation

climb.

The creep of binary Ti-Mo alloys has been studied by Collings

et al (4). These investigators concluded that above 1073 0K creep

was glide controlled, i.e. dislocation glide limited by the drag of

Cottrell atmospheres. The activation energies (28-44 Kcal/mole) obtained

for creep were in the range of values reported for the diffusion of Mo

in binary Ti-Mo alloys. However, one may question the crecp activation

energies, since there existed considerable curvature in the plots of log

creep rate versus l/T. Also, there is some question regarding the

activation energy for the diffusion of Mo in Ti-Mo alloys (88).

Fracture

1. Unidirectional Stressing: Tension

a. Fracture Modes at Low Temperatures: In studies of fracture
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0-titanium at high temperatures. Data from Refs. 84 - 86.
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in large grain size titanium of commercial purity (-1. 0 at.% Oeq),

Amateau et al.(89, 90) found that at low temperatures cracks developed

at the interface between second-order twins (in primary llz2) twins)

and the matrix or first-order twins. Further, they found a correlation

between ductility and the numb.-r of grains containing second-order twins.

At temperatures above about ZOOK the fracture mode was normal shear

type.

b. Effects of Temperature, Grain Size and Solute Content on

the Fracture Behavior at Low Temperatures (T<0.3T ): The effects

of temperature, solute content and grain size on the fracture stress

oF (= load at fracture/cross section area at fracture) is ullustratedrin

Fig. 18. The fracture stress, similar to the flow stress, can be

considered to consist of thermal and athermal components, i.e.

a F ° (T , C) + d, C., C ) (13)
F F F s

The temperature dependence of aF for the A-70 (1.0 at.% Oeq) material

is only slightly higher than that of the flow stress for this material.

The difference is essentially eliminated if the Bridgman's (9Z) correction

for necking is applied to the fracture stress. However, there does not

appear to be as strong an effect of ihterstitial content on the fracture

stress as occurs for the flow stress. The reason for this is not clear.

The effect of grain size on the fracture stress (40, 91, 93) can be

considered to obey the Hall-Petch relation yielding values of a. = 80 to

115 Kg/mm2 and KF = 1.0 - 1.4 Kg/mm' at room temperature,

relatively independent of interstitial solute content. The value of KF

is about twice that of K for plastic flow. From the curves in the

upper part of Fig. 18 it is seen that the effect of the substitutional

solute Mo on the fracture stress appears to be mainly through the

athermal component.

The effects of the interstitials C, N and 0 on the total elongation

at fracture at 3000K are presented in Fig. 19. In each case the

elongation decreases with increase in interstitial content, the rate
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being greatest for the lowest concentrations. The rate of decrease in

elongation with interstitial content increases in the order C, 0, N, which

is the same order as their effect on the flow stress (28). The total

... la.t i;... ' n..do .dc.. of- groai si5.---9i).

The effects of temperature and strain rate on the total elongation

are presented in Fig. 20. To be noted is that a minimum in the

elongation occurs in the vicinity of 750 0 K for a strain rate of 2. 7 x 10-4

sec" , the temperature of which increases with increase in strain rate.

The activation energy derived from the effect of strain rate on the

temperature of this minimum is 48 Kcal/mole, in reasonable accord

with the diffusion of Oh in titanium, Table II. The minimum in elongation

thus appears to be related to the dynamic strain aging which occurs in

this temperature range (49, 50).

The fracture mode in polycrystalline specimens at low temperatures

is most generally of the cup-cone shear type.

c. Fracture at High Temperatures (T> 0. 4T ): Orr et al (97)

have shown that the stress-rupture data foz titanium correlated very

well through the relation

SF f (t exp • -60, 000/Rr r (14)

where aF is the fracture stress and tr is the time to rupture. The

value of the activation energy for rupture is thus similar to that for

creep and suggests that the same mechanism is controlling, namely the

climb of dislocations.

2. Fatigue

Unalloyed titanium exhibits a well defined fatigue limit between
770 and 673AK, the level of which increases with interstitial content

(Fig. 21) and with decrease in grain size and temperature (98-103).

From Fig. 22 it is seen that the ratio of the fatigue limit to the yield

stress at 300 0K is approximately constant, relatively independent of

interstitial content and grain size, suggesting that the high cycle fatigue

strength is controlled by the same dislocation mechanisms as the
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flow stress. This conclusion is further supported by the results

presented in Fig. 23, which contains plots of the ratio of the stress

to cause failure -at 10W cycles to the yield stress and the ratio of the
fatigue limit (F. L. ) to the yield stress (Y. S.) as a function of

temperature. These ratios are relatively independent of temperature

below about 450"K, but go through a maximum at higher temperatures.

The maximum is probably related to the strain aging which occurs in

this temperature range.

The observation that the F.L./Y.S. ratio and the ratio of the

stress to cause failure at 10 cycles/Y.S. remain relatively constant

with decreasing temperature below 300 0 K is not in accord with the

commonly held belief that the low temperature fatigue behavior of

unalloyed titanium is controlled by twinning (101-107).

The fracture modes under cyclic deformation in coarse-grained

CL-Ti have been investigated by Golland and Beevers (10Z). They

reported that in the temperature range of 7.70 to 195 0 K fatigue cracks

were associated with ( 11211 type twins, slip bands and grain boundaries.

The fracture surfaces exhibited twin-assisted transgranular and

intergranular fracture paths. In the range of 4730 to 773 0K the failure

occurred as a consequence of the transgranular propagation of surface

nucleated cracks; between 873°K and 973 0K the fatigue fracture was

intergranular; above 973°K the internal fatigue damage existed in the

form of grain boundary cavities.
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